
Brigad arrives in Manchester, changing the future of
working freelance in the hospitality industry for the North.

Press Release

London, 13 April 2022 - Brigad proudly announces their arrival to the innovative, community-based
city of Manchester. A city that has always reflected similar values to Brigad’s own, being bold, braving
to stand differently, aiming to make an impact and enjoying life to the fullest.

An application for the people, for the city made by the people
The goal to begin supporting Manchester, the resilient city in which the community supports each
other, could not be sooner with the staffing crisis reaching points of over 3000 open vacancies within
the industry. With Brigad connecting 4,000 freelance workers with work opportunities across
London, there is no time to waste in applying these resources to the great city of
Manchester.

Brigad’s decision to provide their services to Manchester, with their refined, efficient and responsible
product, is vital to ensure efficient post-pandemic recovery of the city’s hospitality industry. A
company that works within the framework of social responsibility; empowering hospitality workers
by offering them temporary freelance shifts with a decent and fair minimum hourly
payment. Businesses offer their vacant shifts on their rotas to the app, and the workers accept those
that best suit their timetable, lifestyle, career path and income.

“Brigad is on a mission to make work attractive and accessible to all. We are excited to be expanding
into the vibrant city of Manchester and confident we will enable thousands of hospitality workers

change their professional life for the better” - Florent Malbranche, CEO and Co-Founder of Brigad

The city itself has provided some of the most innovative people-based solutions to encourage the
individual to be better valued when the greater industry does not provide this. This is why we are
launching Manchester first, in the long line of cities we will begin operating in, as we believe
the city's values reflect our values at Brigad perfectly.

Pioneering the new future of hospitality
We hold a hearty commitment and respect towards those who work in hospitality, and with such a vast
network of innovative, progressive and pioneering businesses and workers, Manchester makes
complete sense for our next step.



We support the future of hospitality in Manchester as a tech solution for those looking for security,
freedom, independence and financial prosperity. A city with an independent spirit deserves
hospitality staff of the same mindset. Brigaders create their own independent path within the
industry, and with a formidable range of options within Manchester, Brigaders are sure to prosper.

About Brigad:
Brigad is an application that enables end-to-end collaboration between hospitality and healthcare
businesses on the one hand, and qualified self-employed professionals on the other.
For the businesses, Brigad allows them to be put in touch with verified self-employed professionals in
a few clicks, and then save time by automating the entire administrative process.
For self-employed professionals, Brigad allows them to choose freely every day from a large number
of well-paid assignments that work ideally for their needs and time constraints.
Launched in 2016, Brigad operates in France and the UK in the hotel and restaurant, health and care
sectors. Brigad is a company with a mission, whose goal is "to make work attractive and accessible to
all".

For more information: www.brigad.co
Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.
Press contact: Charlotte Hurrell - charlotte.hurrell@brigad.co
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